Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  J-01

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

J01

Difficulty Easy

Foundation Piecing

Number of Pieces = 24
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "JAS J01" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       J-02

Jane’s Block…                        My Block…

J02
Difficulty Easy
Foundation Piecing
Number of Pieces = 15
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "JAS J02" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt

J03

Difficulty Medium

Foundation Piecing and Applique

Number of Pieces = 17

First appliqué the arc sections to the center section. Then attach the pieced corners to the center section.
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood in 1997 using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "JAS J03" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
JAS J03 Template

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood in 1997 using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  J-04

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

J04

Difficulty = Very Easy

Foundation Piecing

Number of Pieces = 7
Pattern for "JAS J04" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt J-05

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

J05

Difficulty = Medium to Hard

Standard Piecing

Number of Pieces = 13

This one is very similar to others you have already done. Sew sections B to D, starting and stopping ¼” from the ends. Sew the top of sections C to B-D. Join the A sections to side sections of C, across the top, joining to sections B and down the other side of section C. Just take your time, it will work out.
JAS J05

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Templates for "JAS J05" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block…

My Block…

J06

Difficulty = Easy

Standard Piecing

Number of Pieces = 25

After the last one, this one is a piece of cake! I would strip piece the four striped sections by sewing together 12” X 1” pieces of background-color-background, then subcut into 2” squares, cut a 1”x 2” for the center section of the center nine patch. Use your left over to create the 2 color-background-color sections for finish the center nine patch.
Instructions for "JAS J06" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  J-07

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

J07

Difficulty = Easy

Foundation Piecing

Number of Pieces = 42

Can you believe there are 42 pieces in this little block.

For this block I would strip piece 1” strips of color-background-color, then sub cut the strips into 1” sections, also strip piece 1” strips of background-color-background, and cut into 1” sections. Sew the sections together to make 2” nine patches.
Instructions for "JAS J07" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       J-08

Jane’s Block…                                             My Block…

J08

Difficulty = Medium, only because of the appliqué.

Foundation Piecing and Applique

Number of Pieces = 22
Pattern for "JAS J08" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
JAS J08

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood in 1997 using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Templates for "JAS J08" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane’s Block…  My Block…

J09

Difficulty = Easy

Standard Piecing or Foundation Piecing and Applique

Number of Pieces = 13

I have provided you with instructions for both, paper foundation and standard piecing. It is your choice.
Instructions for "JAS J09" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood in 1997 using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "JAS J09" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
JAS J09 Templates

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood in 1997 using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Templates for “JAS J09” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  J-10

Jane’s Block…                                               My Block…

J10

Difficulty = Medium

Standard Piecing and Appliqué

Number of Pieces = 21

When I look at this one, I think the Jane appliquéd the center negative space instead of appliquing melons. I think it would be much easier to piece the block and appliqued the melons.
Instructions for "JAS J10" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Key Block (77/100 actual size)
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  

J11

Jane’s Block… My Block…

J11

Difficulty = Easy

Appliqué

Number of Pieces = 7
JAS J11  Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood in 1997, using Electric Quilt

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Templates for "JAS J11" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7! ©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  J-12

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

J12

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation and Appliqué

Number of Pieces = 9

First appliqué the handle to the large background piece. Then, continue paper foundation as usual.
JAS J12

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood in 1997 using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "JAS J12" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt   J-13

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

J13

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation and Appliqué

Number of Pieces = 21
JAS J13

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood in 1997 using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "JAS J13" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Key Block (77/100 actual size)

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present